Abstract-Task allocation in multiple agent system has been widely applied many application fields, such as unmanned aerial vehicle, multi-robot system and manufacturing system et al. Therefore, it becomes one of the hot topics in distributed artificial intelligence research field for several years. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a novel task allocation algorithm in multiple agent systems utilizing ant colony optimization. Firstly, the basic structure of agent organization is described, which include context-aware module, information processing module, the executing module, decision-making and intelligent control module, knowledge base and task table. Based the above agent structure, these module utilize the knowledge in the external environment to process the information in agent communicating. Secondly, we point out that task allocation process in multiple agent systems can be implement by creating the space to the mapping of the multi-agent organization. Thirdly, a modified multiple agent system oriented ant colony optimization algorithm is given, which contain pre-processing steps and the task allocation results are obtained by executing the trust region sqp algorithm in local solver. Finally, performance evaluation is conducted by experiments comparing with Random strategy and Instant optimal strategy, and very positive results are obtained.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-Agent system is composed of a set of agents, in which all the agent members perform mutual coordination and mutual service to accomplish a task [1] . The goal of multi-agent system is to implement a large and complex system with mutual communication and coordination. The activity of each agent is autonomous and independent, and the goal and behavior of each agent are not restrained by other agents. Competition and negotiation are used to solve the contradictions and the conflicts between different agents. The objective of the multi-agent system is to solve large complex problems beyond the individual ability through interactive group which is composed of multiple agents [2] [3] .
Multi-Agent Systems is one of the important issues for computer science researchers in recent years. In order to achieve the purpose of the task assigned, task allocation in the past mainly considers simple division which depends on the tasks inherent properties. In this process, tasks are assumed to be indivisible minimum units, and they are independent with other tasks using a single agent. The research of task allocation problem has a long history. In the past the related research concentrates on simple, small-scale and the static single-round task allocation. On the other hand, in recent years, researcher studies on complex, large-scale, uncertain environment dynamic real-time multi-round task allocation. Particularly, different application background and practical requirements promote the continuous development of task allocation method.
In many agent systems, task allocation mechanism is one of the hot research topics. The reason lies in the following aspects: (1) task allocation mechanism is directly related to the system of the agent and it can maximize agents' own ability avoid taking up more resources, (2) when a agent does not have the ability to complete the current task, how to finish this task through effective dialogue and negotiation in the existing mechanism is very important. In addition, the task allocation between different agents must consider some uncertain factors, such as agent perception ability, and the ability to complete a task. Combining the advantages of centralized and distributed task allocation, this paper studied on a novel task allocation mechanism for multiagent system to effectively reduce the communication cost and then improve coordination efficiency.
Dynamic task allocation aims to allocate real time appropriate tasks to the appropriate member to make full use of system resources, and then improve the task performance. It usually contains two types which are 1) the redistribution type of dynamic task allocation, which is a typical problem in a closed system. Currently, it is already mature techniques, such as dynamic load balancing and various optimization algorithms, 2) the type of dynamic allocation of new task, which is one of the important problems of complex system. This type of task aims to implement distributed, open, intelligent and social characteristics of the system and be suitable to the complexity and heterogeneity and the uncertainty of the environmental changes. Multiple agent system could also provide a new way for the dynamic task allocation problem to solve this kind of new task type. The operation characteristics of multiple agent system are to study complex system not only can effectively reveal the complex system based on the theoretical results, but also can be learned from multiple agent system research and technology which is difficult to solve by traditional method. In addition, results driven by real demand can further enrich the multiple agent system theory, and guide the operation of more complex systems. Therefore, study on the dynamic task allocation problem based on multiple agent system has important significance [4] [5] [6] .
In the field of distributed artificial intelligence, task allocation problem is one of the important problems of the earliest research. In recent years, the task allocation problem in agent system is paid more attentions. Multiple agent system can be defined as loosely coupled network consisting of agent. In this system, agent interaction can solve various problems beyond a single agent capacity range. Compared with the distributed problem solving, autonomy and social characteristics of more rational and more in multiple agent system focus on how to independently or by completing their tasks with other Agent cooperation, and to maximize their own interests [7] [8] [9] [10] . In addition, because of the cooperative relationship between agents of multiple agent system and the system structure with flexible features, the organizational structure of multiple agent system can be adjusted adaptively according to the dynamic changes of the environment quickly.
Task allocation based on multiple agent system is the preparation task allocation of complex system. In general, the allocated tasks of complex system can be divided into simple tasks and complex tasks. A simple task can be directly assigned to a single agent independently, on the other hand, complex tasks usually can be transformed into simple tasks after redistribution [11] [12] .
Next, we will survey on the related works of the proposed works. Firstly, we will introduce some typical works for task allocation in multiple-agent systems.
Tripathi et al. proposed a multi-agent-based approach for solving the part allocation problems in flexible manufacturing systems which can easily cope with the dynamic environment. Four agents were involved in carrying out the tasks of allocating parts on different machines: communicator, machine, part and material handling device. Upon arrival in the manufacturing facility, the part informs the communicator agent about the task requirements. [13] .
Tosic et al. present a fully distributed algorithm for coalition formation among autonomous agents. The algorithm is based on two main ideas. One is a distributed computation of maximal cliques in the underlying graph that captures the interconnection communication topology of the agents. The second idea is that each agent chooses its most preferable coalition based on how highly the agent values each such coalition in terms of the coalition members' combined resources or capabilities [14] .
Miyamoto et al. addressed the design of manufacturing systems. A resource planning and task allocation problem is proposed, and a multi-agent system for this problem is discussed. In the multi-agent system, an agent exists for each resource and for each operation. The proposed multi-agent system improves the quality of resulting plans by the learning of these agents [15] .
Matsatsinis et al. designed a multi-agent system named AgentAllocator, which is an easy to use, platform independent application. The authors implement a multicriteria method to support the decision of task allocation. The decision maker is able to model the problem through its inputs dialogs and employ the final solution proposed by the system. Afterwards, both the theoretical background of Agent Allocator and the DSS itself are presented [16] .
Anussornnitisarn et al. design a time-out protocol can improve workflow coherence and reduce the communication congestion due to the coordination process among agents in multi-agent system. This approach is part of effective CIM workflow planning and control for agent-based operations emerging in assembly, manufacturing, service, and logistics. The case study illustrated in this article concerns industrial testing and rework services provided by a shared resource [17] .
In computer science and operations research, the ant colony optimization algorithm is a probabilistic technique for solving computational problems which can be reduced to finding good paths through graphs. In the following parts, we will illustrate the applications of ant colony optimization algorithm. Dorigo et al. give a survey on ant colony optimization. The authors review some convergence results, and then they discuss relations between ant colony optimization algorithms and other approximate methods for optimization. Finally, they focus on some research efforts directed at gaining a deeper understanding of the behavior of ant colony optimization algorithms [18] .
Hogenboom et al. propose an alternative approach -an ant colony optimization algorithm, which may be more suitable for a Semantic Web environment. Experimental results with respect to the optimization of RDF chain queries on a large RDF data source demonstrate that the approach outperforms both 2PO and a GA in terms of execution time and solution quality for queries consisting of up to 15 joins. For larger queries, both ACO and a GA may be preferable over 2PO, subject to a trade-off between execution time and solution quality [19] .
In paper [20] , the authors present a framework that is capable of eliminating the negative bias in subset selection problems. The basic Ant System algorithm is modified to make it more robust to the presence of negative bias. Dong et al. proposed an efficient ant colony optimization heuristic method, named ACOHAP, to solve the problem. The main idea is based on the construction of a binary tree structure through which ants can travel and resolve conflated data of all haplotypes from site to site [21] .
Liu et al. proposed a novel optimization algorithm named ACRI (antcolony-regulatory-identification) for identifying regulatory elements. Based on powerful optimization ability of ant colony algorithm, the algorithm ACRI can not only improve the quality of results, but also solve the problem at a very high speed [22] . Deng et al. analyzed the stability of PM-ACO and some advancement to the algorithm is proposed to improve the performance. An r-best nodes rule is presented for regulating the pheromone distribution and an adaptive mechanism is designed to further balance the pheromone arrangement. [23] .
The main innovative points of this paper are listed as follows:
(1) In this paper, the basic structure of agent organization includes context-aware module, information processing module, the executing module, decisionmaking and intelligent control module.
(2) We create the space to the mapping of the multiagent organization to implement the task allocation process in multiple agent systems.
(3) We propose a improved multiple agent system oriented ant colony optimization algorithm, which include pre-processing steps, and tasks are allocated by executing the trust region sqp algorithm in local solver.
The rest of the paper is organized as the following sections. Section 2 illustrates task allocation problem in multiple-agent systems. In section 3, task allocation algorithm based on ant colony optimization in multipleagent systems is given. In section 4, experiments are conducted to testify the effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, we conclude the whole paper in section 5.
II. TASK ALLOCATION PROBLEM IN MULTIPLE-AGENT SYSTEMS
Agent is an entity with the functions of information perception, processing, decision-making, implementation and communicating with other agent. The basic structure of a typical agent is shown in Fig. 1. From Fig. 1 we can see that agent consists of context-aware module, information processing module, the executing module, decision-making and intelligent control module, knowledge base and task table. Context-aware module, executing module and communication module are responsible for interacting with the system environment and other agents. The task list is used complete the functions and tasks for a given agent. The information processing module is responsible for preliminary processing, handling and storing the perception and the received information. Decision-making and intelligent control modules are the key components to provide intelligence for agents. These components use the knowledge in the external environment to process the information when communicating with other agents, and then select appropriate tasks from the task table to implement the module execution and rational decision making.
Dynamic task allocation problem is the basic requirements for the operation of complex system engineering applications. As the uncertainty of the environment and the limited resource capacity of system members, the task allocation system should continue to solve the task assignment problem, and the reason lies in that new opportunities has been assigned the task execution failure caused by redistribution. Multiple agent systems based centralized dynamic task allocation problem is managed by the manager, which could coordinate tasks to suitable agent. The aim is to achieve the best overall performance of multiple agent systems. As dynamic task in multiple agent systems is random, and these tasks can be either a single type or may be of various types. On the other hand, dynamic task is either a simple task or a complex one. Hence, it is difficult to directly create a uniform distribution of tasks programs. These tasks can be unified by the simple tasks and their relationship. From the above analysis, we can know that multiple agent systems based dynamic task allocation problem can be converted into a group of simple tasks which are depended with each other. As is shown in Fig.2 , the left side of this figure represents the task space, in which the tasks at each time point are characterized and tasks are formatted as unified expression. Particularly, in Fig. 2 , for decomposition tasks, hollow circles represent simple tasks. Moreover, the connections between hollow circles indicate the dependencies between the simple tasks. The number in the circle denotes the task number, and the task in a same time slot is belonged to a same group. The right side of Fig. 2 represents the set of agents, and these agents are heterogeneous, and have different behavior to the execution of the capacity and effectiveness. Task allocation is to create the space to the mapping of the multi-agent organization, and achieve the best performance of the multiple agent systems. Task allocation process in multiple agent systems III. PROPOSED SCHEME It is well known that ant colony optimization is a powerful computing method and a great number of research has been devoted to its empirical and theoretical analysis. Ant colony optimization has been a successful paradigm for designing effective combinatorial optimization algorithms.
In this section, we will give our task allocation algorithm based on ant colony optimization in multipleagent systems. Considering ant colony optimization can use the established agent platform and technology. Each ant in the framework is implemented as a software agent which can be easily generated, removed and modified in the system. Introducing ant colony optimization in task allocation of multiple-agent systems has several advantages, because the construction of solutions is now distributed to all the processors which promote the computational performance. In the proposed framework, we defined a supervisor agent, which is responsible for the initialization stage, iteration control stage, and termination stages.
As the iteration stage is quite time cost, this stage need to be delegated to multiple local agents. The ants which are belonged to local agents of different containers will execute an iterative process. In order to assure the number of iteration counters, local agents should be coordinated by supervisory agent.
There are many modified versions of ant colony optimization which could enhance the computational performance of the algorithm. To obtain better results in terms of computational time, the computational loadings should be shared on different processors. Ant colony optimization utilizes ants (also named agents) to imitate the behavior of ant to seek the shortest paths between colony and the target. Next, main components of ant colony optimization will be given. After each iteration process, values of pheromone are updated, and finally a solution route can be determined. The pheromone related to the edge between cities i and j can be updated by the following equation as follows.
In Eq. 1 the parameter  is belonged to the range (0,1), and () ij t   is calculated to seek the best ant, and () ij t   is computed as follows.
where l refers to the length of the navigated tour for the best ant. With the local updating rules, the value of pheromone for each path can be updated by the following process as follows.
where parameter  is belonged to the range (0,1). In the process of solution making, each ant choose the following city by a stochastic method. If the ant a is located in city p , the probability to move to city q is calculated by the following equation as follows. 
In Eq. the heuristic information to each ant, which can be defined by Eq. 5.
where ( , ) D p q is the distance between the city p and q .
As is shown in Fig.3 , there are n PCs connected by network and a Center PC in the proposed multiple agent system. For the n PCs, there is a container in each PC, and there are several agents in each container including interation module. Particularly, the supervisor agent is located on the Center PC, of which three modules are included: 1) Initialization module, 2) Iteration Control module and 3) Termination module. After running the ant colony optimization algorithm, the task allocation message is transmitted from supervisor agent to other agents.
In the above structure, the core component is the ant colony optimization process. To make the proposed system more powerful, we proposed a modified ant colony optimization algorithm as follows. 10) If the condition of "running local solver after each iteration" is satisfied 11) Executing the trust region sqp algorithm [24] in local solver 12) End if 13) If the condition of "running local solver after after the last iteration" is satisfied 14) Executing the trust region sqp algorithm in local solver 15) End if
16) End while
The above task allocation algorithm based on ant colony optimization in multiple-agent systems fully takes advantages of the established agent platform and related technology. Each ant in our proposed algorithm is now achieved as a software agent which may be easily created, deleted and improved in the system. One merit of the proposed algorithm lies in that the construction of solutions is distributed on different processors which can promote the computing cost. On the other hand, our proposed algorithm is more effective and reliable for the multiple-agent system as any failure of agents will not give a negative impact affect on the multiple-agent system.
Particularly, the supervisor agent is used in Initialization module, Iteration control module, and termination module. As the iteration process is quite time cost, it should be delegated to multiple local agents. In our proposed algorithm, the ants that are the local agents located in different containers will execute the iterative construction for task allocation. In order to update the iteration counter, the local agents should be adjusted to be suitable for the supervisory agent.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Experiment Setting
In this section, experiments are conducted to make performance evaluation for the proposed task allocation algorithm. Supposing there are three kinds of dynamical task in this experiment, which are where   1  2  3  4 , , , T T T T are the simple task with the same computing load (we suppose the value of it is 1). ij TT  represents the task dependency relationship between task i T and task j T . The tasks which have the dependency relationship need to communicate with each other, and we suppose the communicate load between them are the same (the value is 1). Furthermore, the ratio of tasks belonged to 1 2 3 ,, K K K are 3, 5 and 7, and the income of these tasks are fixed as 130, 150 and 190. Supposing there are four agents (   1  2  3  4 , , , A A A A ) in this experiment, and all the agents can solve all kinds of tasks. However, the ability of task solving for these agents are different, and the cache space of the four agents are 3, 4, 4, 5 respectively. Particularly, the computing speed of the four agents are shown in Table. 1. As all the agents has the same configuration, the computing cost depends on current load of all agents, and the relationship between current load and computing cost is listed in Table. 2 as follows. Next, we will show the communication cost between different agents (shown in Table. 3) 
B. Experimental Results
Based on the above Experiment setting, we conduct the experiment in 1200 time slots, and repeat the experiment in same experiment setting for 30 times. Particularly, we record the reward value in each time slot. To make the performance evaluation results more objective, two other schemes are compared with the proposed algorithm, which are 1) Random strategy and 2) Instant optimal strategy. Random task allocation strategy means that when tasks occur, choosing suitable task allocation scheme from the task allocation space which is corresponding to current state. Instant optimal strategy is also named myopia strategy, which is optimal task allocation strategy under the current tasks load to guide the system according to the optimal policy action
The reword values for the proposed experiment setting utilizing different method is given in Fig. 4 . In table.4 we will choose some representative data to make the performance evaluation more detailedly.
From the experimental results in Fig. 4 and Table. 5, we can see that the performance of our algorithm is significantly better than other two schemes. The reasons lie in the following aspects: 1) We set a container in each PC, and there are several agents in each container including interation module. Particularly, the supervisor agent is in Center PC, and the supervisor agent contains Initialization module, Iteration Control module and Termination module, 2) The task allocation message is transmitted from supervisor agent to other agents after running a modified ant colony optimization algorithm, 3) There are an efficient pre-process of our ant colony optimization, in this process the maximal number of function evaluations, the objective function value for the final object, oracle and the population scale are assured in advance, and 4) the task allocation results are obtained by executing the trust region sqp algorithm in local solver. 5) The proposed task allocation strategy consider not only the impact of task allocation on reward values, but also the impact of task allocation on the system's long-term compensation. 6) Instant optimal strategy is optimal in the current state, however, this strategy may be cause great loss at the next state. Hence, this performance of instant optimal strategy is inferior to our proposed strategy.
Next, we will test changes in the test error and training error for our proposed in the Iris data set Assuming that there are five types heterogeneous agents, and they should deal with four different types of tasks. Particularly, the attributes of each sample can be found in the Iris data set. 200 sample points are selected from Iris data set, and there are four attributes for each sample, such as "sepal length", "sepal width", "petal length", "petal width". Furthermore, the petal length and the petal width are utilized as the properties of the initial training set, and the sepal length and the sepal width are adopted as the properties of the test set. The generalization errors for training process and testing process when the number of training samples varying are shown in Fig. 5 .
The number of training samples is 2000 for all the five agents. In training process of each sample, supposing there is one sample to be tested for each agent, and the rest samples are utilized for training. As is shown in Fig.  5 , when the number of training samples increases, testing error and training error decrease obviously. From the above experiments, the conclusions can be drawn that compared with other schemes our proposed multiple-agent task allocation algorithm is more effective under the metric of reward values, and can effectively control the testing error and training error.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a novel task allocation algorithm in multiple agent systems by ant colony optimization. At first, we provide a basic structure of agent organization containing context-aware module, information processing module, the executing module, decision-making and intelligent control module, knowledge base and task table. Next, we implement the task allocation process in multiple agent systems through creating the space to the mapping of the multi-agent organization. Finally, a modified multiple agent system oriented ant colony optimization algorithm is illustrated
